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Isolation effect in ferromagnetic-metal/semiconductor
hybrid optical waveguide

V. Zayetsa! and K. Ando
Nanoelectronics Research Institute, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology (AIST), Umezono 1-1-4, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8568, Japan

sReceived 22 March 2005; accepted 16 May 2005; published online 20 June 2005d

The isolation effect in a ferromagnetic-metal/semiconductor hybrid optical waveguide was
experimentally studied. Optical transmission in a Ga1−xAl xAs waveguide covered by Co was found
to depend on the magnetization of the Co. The isolation direction was different for a waveguide with
a SiO2 buffer layer and for a waveguide with a Ga1−xAl xAs buffer layer used between the waveguide
core layer and Co layer. The physical origin of the isolation in this isolator structure was clarified.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1953878g
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The optical isolator is an essential component of op
communication systems. It protects laser diodes and op
amplifiers from unwanted reflections. Several types of
waveguide optical isolators have been successfully de
strated using magnetic garnet films grown on ox
substrates.1–5 Because most active optical elementsssuch as
laser diodes, optical amplifiers, modulators, and op
gatesd are produced on GaAs or InP substrates, it is desi
to integrate monolithically all optical components on th
semiconductor substrates. However, integration of the i
tor is a difficult task. Garnet-made isolators have not b
monolithically integrated with semiconductor optoelectro
devices, because these oxide crystals cannot be grow
semiconductor substrates. Several methods of integr
magneto-opticalsMOd waveguide devices with semicondu
tor optoelectronics devices have been proposed. A d
bonding of garnet films was proposed onto InP substrate6 and
onto GaAs substrate.7 Zayetset al.8,9 fabricated a waveguid
optical isolator with a MO film of a diluted magnetic sem
conductor Cd1−xMnxTe grown epitaxally on GaAs substra

Hammeret al.10 proposed exploiting the MO properti
of ferromagnetic metal to fabricate an integrated optical
lator. They showed theoretically that a non-recipro
transverse-electricsTEd- transverse-magneticsTMd mode
converter can be obtained by using a semiconductor w
guide covered by a Fe layer. An optical amplification p
duced by the semiconductor waveguide compensated fo
loss induced by the metal film. The magnetization direc
was considered to be parallel to the light propagationsFara-
day configurationd. In this structure, phase matching and g
matching between TE and TM modes is crucial. For
purpose, they proposed a periodical reversal of magne
tion of Fe, but this has not been experimentally reali
Zaets et al.11 proposed a different structure for
ferromagnetic-metal/semiconductor hybrid isolator. In t
proposed structure, the magnetization of the ferromag
metal was perpendicular to the light propagation direc
and lay in the film planesVoigt configurationd. They showed
theoretically that, in this case, a large difference exist
values of loss/gain for TM modes propagating in oppo
directions. Thus, an amplifier covered with ferromagn
metal can itself act as an optical isolator. This ferromagn
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metal/semiconductor hybrid isolator can be beneficial
monolithic integration of the optical isolator with semic
ductor optoelectronic devices, because of its simple stru
and simple fabrication process.

The isolation effect in this hybrid isolator was stud
theoretically in optical amplifiers covered by Co, Fe, Fe
and MnAs.11–14 Exploiting the unique nonreciprocal prop
ties of the hybrid isolator to fabricate magnetically
trollable bistable laser diode was also proposed.15 Van
wolleghem et al.16 experimentally observed nonrecipro
amplified spontaneous emission in a semiconductor op
amplifier covered by FeCo. Optical isolation was experim
tally observed in an InGaAsP optical amplifier covered
Fe sRef. 17d and in a GaAlAs passive waveguide cove
by Co.18

The purpose of the present study is to demonstrat
isolation effect in a waveguide covered by ferromagn
metal, to study its properties, and to explain its physical
gin. The directional dependence of absorption by the me
a reason for isolation in this structure. The optical gai
used only to compensate for the loss. To avoid side ef
due to optical amplification, in the present work we studi
passive waveguide covered by a ferromagnetic metal.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a Ga1−xAl xAs waveguide
covered by Co. The Ga1−xAl xAs waveguide was grown wi
molecular-beam epitaxy on a GaAss001d substrate. Follow
ing a 2500 nm thick Ga0.55Al0.45As clad layer and a 900 n
thick Ga0.7Al0.3As core layer, a buffer layer of 12 nm thi
SiO2 or 120 nm thick Ga0.55Al0.45As was grown. The 10mm
wide 600 nm deep rib waveguide was wet etched. A 100
of Co layer and a 100 nm of Au layer were deposited on
buffer layer. A protection layer of 100 nm thick SiO2 with

FIG. 1. Ga1−xAl xAs optical waveguide covered with Co. Either SiO2 or
Ga0.55Al0.45As was used as the buffer layer. Waveguide light propagat

the core layer and slightly penetrates into the Co layer.
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8 mm wide window was used to avoid light absorption at
sidewalls of the waveguidesFig. 1d.

For the evaluation of nonreciprocal loss, laser light
sl=770 nmd was coupled into the waveguide with
polarization-maintaining fiber. The output light was detec
by a charge coupled devicesCCDd camera. A polarizer wa
placed in front of the CCD camera. The magnetic field
applied perpendicularly to the light propagation direction
in the film plane with an electromagnet.

Figure 2 shows the transmission coefficient of the
mode as a function of applied magnetic field for the wa
guide with SiO2 buffer and the waveguide wi
Ga0.55Al0.45As buffer. A clear hysteresis loop of the transm
sion coefficient was observed with a coercive force of 35
The same value of coercive force of the Co layer was m
sured with a superconducting quantum interface device
transmission coefficient of TE mode showed no depend
on the magnetic field as was predicted theoretically.11 The
observation of the hysteresis loop of the transmission co
cient of TM mode proves the TM mode transmission
pends on magnetization of the Co. Considering ti
inversion symmetry, the difference of transmission in
same direction of light propagation for two opposite dir
tions of magnetic field is equal to the difference in transm
sion for opposite directions of light propagation in one di
tion of magnetic field. Therefore, the amplitude of
hysteresis loop of the transmission corresponds to the
tion provided by the waveguide.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the isolation direction fo
waveguide with a SiO2 buffer is different from that for
waveguide with a Ga0.55Al0.45As buffer. Therefore, the isol
tion direction depends not only on the magnetization d
tion of the ferromagnetic metal, but on the waveguide st
ture as well.

We explain these results by considering two contr
tions to nonreciprocal loss. The first contribution is magn
circular dichroismsMCDd in the ferromagnetic metal, whic
states that elliptically polarized light is absorbed differe
by MO media for two opposite directions of its magnet
tion. For TM mode, the light is linearly polarized inside
waveguide core, but it is elliptically polarized inside the
romagnetic metal. To prove that, let us consider a sim
waveguide, which consists of an isotropic core and two
tropic clad layers. Axis directions are shown on Fig. 1. F
ure 3 shows the field distribution in this waveguide for
mode. The light is confined inside the core layer and
amplitude exponentially decreases in the clad layers.
electrical field in each layer can be presented as

E , eiskxx+kzz−vtd + c.c. s1d

By substituting Eq.s1d into Maxwell’s equations, the rat
between theXZ components of the electrical field of the T

mode can be derived:
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Ex
= −

kx

kz
. s2d

Sincekz is the mode propagation constant, its value is
and the same for all layers. For the core layer, the fie
harmonic, so itskx value is also real and the ratios2d is real
as well. Therefore, the polarization in the core layer is lin
For clad layers, the field exponentially decreases, sokx
value is imaginary and the value of the ratios2d is imaginary
as well. Therefore, the polarization in the clad layer is e
tical in the XZ plane and the absorption of the wavegu
mode by the clad made of ferromagnetic metal depend
the magnetization direction due to the MCD effect.

The magnetoreflectivity at the buffer-metal interfac
the second contribution to the nonreciprocal absorptio
the waveguide. Due to magnetoreflectivity, the amount o
light penetrated into the metal depends on its magnetiza
Since the light absorption by a metal is directly proportio
to the amount of the light inside the metal, the absorption
a waveguide mode is different for opposite magnetiza
due to the magnetoreflectivity. Figure 4 shows the calcu
field distribution in waveguide with the SiO2 buffer and in
waveguide with the Ga0.55Al0.45As buffer for opposite mag
netizations M+ and M−. For both waveguides, the amou
the light penetrated into the metal is higher for M+ mag
tization. Therefore, the light absorption in case of M+ m
netization will be higher than for M− magnetization for b
waveguides.

To estimate the performance of a hybrid optical isola
we defined the figure-of-meritsFoMd for this isolator as
ratio of the nonreciprocal absorption to the total absorp
by the metal. The mode propagation constants, nonrecip
loss, and the FoM were rigorously calculated from a d
solution of Maxwell’s equations for the planar waveguid11

In addition, both the MCD and magnetoreflectivity contri

FIG. 2. Optical transmission in 1.1 mm lo
Ga1−xAl xAs optical waveguides covered by Co al
=770 nm as a function of applied magnetic fieldsad
with SiO2 as the buffer layer andsbd with
Ga0.55Al0.45As as the buffer layer.

FIG. 3. Intensity distribution for the TM mode in an isotropic wavegu
Upper diagram shows the polarization of the light field as it observed
the y axis. The field is linearly polarized in the core, but it is elliptica

polarized in clad layers.
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tions to FoM were roughly estimated by estimating the l
energy dissipation resulting from each contribution. For
waveguide with SiO2 buffer, the FoM was calculated to
7.95%, where the MCD and magnetoreflectivity contr
tions were estimated as −8.01% and 15.86%, respect
For the waveguide with Ga0.55Al0.45As buffer, the FoM wa
calculated to be −7.19%, where the MCD and magne
flectivity contributions were estimated as −8.01%
1.11%, respectively. The sign of the contributions is dif
ent. The magnitude of the MCD contribution is almost
same for both waveguides. On the contrary, the magnitu
magnetoreflectivity contribution is significantly differe
sFig. 4d. That is the reason that opposite isolation direct
were observed in the waveguides with SiO2 and
Ga0.55Al0.45As buffers. For both waveguides, the sums of
MCD and magnetoreflectivity contributions are appro
mately equal to the FoM calculated from the rigorous s
tion of Maxwell equations. Therefore, we conclude that
MCD and magnetoreflectivity are two major contribution
the nonreciprocal loss in a waveguide covered by ferrom
netic metal.

In conclusion, we observed a clear hysteresis loop
the transmission of TM mode in Ga1−xAl xAs waveguide cov
ered by Co as a function of magnetic field applied per
dicularly to the light propagation direction and in the fi
plane. TM-mode transmission in this waveguide depend
the magnetization of Co and the optical isolation effect
curs in the optical waveguide covered by a ferromagn

FIG. 4. Calculated intensity distribution of the TM mode along the w
guide thickness for the two opposite directions of magnetization insad wave-
guide with Ga1−xAl xAs buffer andsbd waveguide with SiO2 buffer.
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metal. The isolation direction is different for the wavegu
with a SiO2 buffer and waveguide with a Ga0.55Al0.45As
buffer. We found two contributions from different signs
nonreciprocal loss. Because of the different magnitude
these contributions, the isolation direction is opposite
these two waveguides. The demonstration of optical is
tion, even in a passive waveguide without any loss com
sation, reveals a high feasibility of semiconduc
ferromagnetic-metal-hybrid isolator for future integra
optoelectronics circuits.
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